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Stereo Glaze #1
Company: Ardex Labs Inc.

Stereo Glaze #1 is a fast, pleasant to work with, one step. Preferred by many
detailers when volume work is being done as well as by detailers at auto
dealerships because it is easy to work with and fast. This creamy, yellow polish
contains carnauba wax and silicone and has good durability. It is very shiny and
contains a mild cleaner. 

Menzerna One-Step Polish 3-in-1
Company: Menzerna

The all-rounder in top form. Polishes out 3000 grit sanding marks, reliably
removes streaks, swirls and clouding, and provides lasting protection for the high-
gloss surface. Shines with ease and speed, making it ideal for the polishing
beginner and for the detailing of employee cars and used
vehicles. Silicone-free. Overpaintable.

3M Perfect-It Ultrafine Machine Polish
Company: 3M

The 3M™ Perfect-It™ Ultrafine Machine Polish eliminates swirl marks and produces
high gloss finish even on the most difficult dark colored vehicles. Quickly and
effectively removes fine machine polish swirls with good handling and an easy
cleanup.

Product X
Company: Blue Coral

Blue Coral's Product X is designed to restore the original shine to all automotive
finishes. Product X contains cleaners and polishing agents that work to remove or
fill in surface scratches enhancing the shine. It also works to eliminate swirl marks
and correct slight paint problems while creating a deep luster. Safe for use on
clear coats and all modern finishes.
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3M Finesse-It II Finishing
Company: 3M

The 3M™ Finesse-It™ II Finishing is designed to remove minor scratches and light
oxidation while producing a high-gloss wet look finish on fibreglass and painted
surfaces. 

Contains no wax or silicone. 
Removes swirl marks after compounding, while leaving a glazed finish.
Can remove grade micro fine 1500 sand scratches.

Malco Lite Finish
Company: Malco

Removes swirl marks and produces amazing brilliance. Lite Finish produces
deep, lustrous, long-lasting gloss without waxes or fillers.

Revive-It
Company: Blue Coral

Blue Coral's Revive-It DB one-step wax is made from carnauba wax and has
been designed as a premium, one-step painted surface cleaner, polish and sealer
wax. This product removes light to medium oxidation utilizing a rotary buffer, a
foam pad, or a polishing pad. It will polish the painted surface to a mirror like
shine while providing wax protection. Safe for clear coats and all modern finishes.

Meguiar's Ultra Finishing Polish
Company: Meguiar’s

Advanced technology formula produces a deep glossand rich, swirl-free results.
Permanently removes swirls & light defects from all paints. Produces deep
reflections & hi gloss. Smooth buffing feel and fast wipe-off.
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3M Machine Polish
Company: 3M

3M™ Machine Polish helps to quickly and effectively remove compound swirl
marks and leaves a mark free finish. It is compatible with most types of paints or
clear coats, and is easy to handle, helping to alleviate clean-up. 3M™ Machine
Polish contains no waxes or silicones, and is best for dark coloured paint finishes.

Malco Swirl Remover
Company: Malco

Designed to remove swirls from both fresh and cured painted surfaces. Because it
contains no fillers, waxes or silicones, Swirl Remover produces a clean, high-
gloss finish that doesn’t wash away. For optimal results, use with either a wool
finishing pad or foam polishing pad.

High Def #2
Company: Ardex Labs Inc.

A modern HD one step designed for finishes that require stronger cutting action
than High Def # 1. All colors including black can still be buffed with excellent
results. 

Meguiar's Dual Action Polish
Company: Meguiar’s

Combines the perfect amount of abrasive cleaner and pure, rich polish to produce
a customer pleasing deep gloss shine. Removes light to medium contamination,
blemishes and oxidation. Safe for every finish including clear coats.
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Stereo Glaze #2
Company: Ardex Labs Inc.

Longest lasting machine brightener this is our finest polish. Use sparingly to avoid
build-up on the pad. Use after removing acid rain spots or other blemishes with a
precleaner. This polish contains a high percentage of functional silicones,
polymers and synthetic waxes and lasts over a year! Stereo Glaze #2 has an
exceptionally deep and lustrous shine.We recommend this polish for the quality
detail shop doing private work. Stereo Glaze #2 is as long lasting as any sealant
on the market. On black cars, Stereo Glaze #2 with a foam pad or a clean wool
polishing pad will produce a 100% swirl free finish. 

Seal-B
Company: Ardex Labs Inc.

A high intensity brightener. Seal-B is a lusterizer and swirl mark remover. It is
exceptional on black and other dark colors. Seal-B is grey in color and will not
show residue; very important to high volume detailers. Seal-B contains a very mild
cleaner and silicone, but no wax. It won’t hold up by itself but it will accept a nice
coat of wax. 

Product 24
Company: Bocar Private Label

A premium glaze and swirl remover that is effective on clear-coats and all other
modern finishes. Designed to restore the original shine to all automotive finishes.
Contains cleaners and polishing agents that work to remove or fill in surface
scratches, enhancing the shine. Also works to correct slight paint problems while
creating a deep luster. Easily applied by hand or machine.

3M Perfect-It Finishing Material
Company: 3M

3M™ Perfect-It™ Finishing Material is a fast-cutting finishing material designed to
remove grade P3000 and finer scratches. This material cuts like a compound, but
finishes like a polish.
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Malco Glaze II
Company: Malco

Contains mild cleaners and color brighteners to produce a deep, lustrous shine
with excellent water beading. Formulated for machine or hand use, Glaze II
removes swirls and minor finish imperfections. It is the ideal choice for automotive
coatings over 60 days old.

Malco Rejuvenator
Company: Malco

Rejuvenator™ One-Step Auto Paint Restoration is specially formulated product
contains premium Carnauba wax for long-lasting protection and rich, deep
gloss. Fast-acting formula and one-step convenience speed vehicle paint
restoration. Use with wool or foam pads.

Menzerna Super Finish 3500
Company: Menzerna

The master of all classes removes polishing marks, micro-scratches and
holograms, guaranteeing a brilliant deep gloss.

Stereo Glaze #3
Company: Ardex Labs Inc.

This fast acting one step is identical to Stereo Glaze #1 except in cleaning power.
Stereo Glaze #3 is a stronger cleaner. It is used as a one step by detailers at auto
auctions when time is of the essence. A very fast one step - that’s Stereo Glaze
#3. 
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High Def #1
Company: Ardex Labs Inc.

A modern, effective one step designed to produce excellent results on any finish,
in any condition with any kind of pad, either wool or foam. This is a modern
polish/wax combination that takes advantage of the latest in polishing technology.
High Def. #1 is milder than High Def #2 and will produce a clean, bright finish on
all colors, even black, with a wool, or foam pad. 

HSF3 Advanced Finishing Glaze
New generation of HSF3 polishers without friction is specially designed to suit
various applications of finish; it eliminates glare and white halos on dark colors.
Use this high-tech finishing polisher for an efficient and fast work. It is excellent for
removing small scratches and cobwebs and is safe for the bodywork. This product
gives a super glossy finish on all surfaces polished without using water, which
reduces splashing and cleaning time.
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